Online Learning
Introduction
Online learning is a way of getting an education from the internet through means of computers or any gadgets that
can surf the internet. This method does not require the need of going to classes at stipulated location and time.
What worked for me on this online class is that I had flexibility to study when time best suited me. There was no
time limit to attend to my learning thus a more enhanced understanding on the subject. An added advantage was
that I was not rushed to classes and back home when school time was over, I managed class work on my own
pace. I could work on class homework at home and not worry about getting to school at predetermined time to
submit my work. This in turn saved me time because I was able to study from anywhere and anytime as long as
there was internet connection.
Another factor that really helped me in my online study was the fact that I had all access to subject materials online
and even got a chance to indulge and become part of a rich varied online study community who were also studying
the same subject I was. I learnt latest developments and other key units that the lectures barely educate us on. This
was facilitated by the people working at the leading edge of the subject; with this I was able to accumulate more
knowledge.
In normal classroom settings, there was noise pollution and many destructing factors occurring, which made it
harder for me to think and comprehend what I was studying. This made me be a bit slower in understanding the
subject unlike in an online setting where I just entered my room and shut myself inside to study, hence maximizing
my understanding capabilities.

Conclusion
I would highly prefer online studying because I can re-visit the study content as many times as possible to get a
deeper perception unlike with the classroom setting in which the lecturer just goes through the subject unit once.
Any re-visit of the subject unit meant going back to the department for further clarification in which at times I
could miss the lecturer either because he is in another class or serving other personal matters.

